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All-around network management strategy 
with GFI KerioControl and GFI ClearView

Organizations today know they must prioritize network security to safeguard critical assets and 

sensitive data. A comprehensive security approach requires a combination of threat management 

and network monitoring solutions. This document explores how pairing GFI KerioControl and  

GFI ClearView help do this, by proactively identifying security loopholes and optimizing incident 

response measures.

Understanding GFI KerioControl

GFI KerioControl is a robust firewall and unified threat management solution. It allows users to 

regulate inbound and outbound communications using diverse parameters, while its Snort 

detection system actively screens for suspicious network activities, offering protection against 

potential cyber threats. Additionally, GFI KerioControl provides optimal network performance 

tools, from secure VPN connections between offices to Internet Link load balancing. The system 

prioritizes crucial data, controls bandwidth, and, with its optional web filter, offers detailed 

oversight over web content and applications.

Emphasizing GFI Clearview

GFI Clearview is a powerful network monitoring tool that offers real-time visibility into network 

traffic, bandwidth utilization, and application performance. It aids IT teams in optimizing network 

performance and promptly troubleshooting issues.


Drawing from GFI KerioControl's robust firewall defenses, intrusion detection, and content 

filtering, GFI Clearview can offer an even more comprehensive view of network health. This 

integrated approach empowers IT teams with enriched insights, enabling both reactive 

troubleshooting and proactive fortification of the organization's digital infrastructure.
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Key benefits

Superior network visibility

GFI Clearview shines in capturing granular details of your network's activities, providing 

insights into different connections, TCP efficiency, and application performance on a scale of  

1 to 10. It even identifies background traffic, such as third-party requests and shadow apps. 

This adds to GFI KerioControl's baseline visibility, providing a multi-dimensional view of your 

network's activities.

Advanced security

GFI KerioControl's robust firewall measures are further strengthened by GFI ClearView's ability 

to identify and analyze potential security threats hidden in background traffic, enhancing your 

overall security strategy.

Improved network performance

GFI Clearview stands out with its comprehensive visibility features, providing users with detailed 

insights into network performance. While it doesn't directly optimize the network, its insights are 

instrumental in powering and refining the QoS policies within GFI KerioControl, which provides 

effective bandwidth management. Together, they ensure superior network performance.

Granular policy management

The combination of GFI ClearView's data-driven insights and GFI KerioControl's granular policy 

controls empower you to form strong, effective bandwidth-shaping policies. This not only ensures 

efficient bandwidth usage but also regulates user access and prioritizes critical applications.

Application performance tracking

GFI ClearView's ability to track application performance, paired with GFI KerioControl's 

application control, provides an opportunity to troubleshoot issues before they escalate, 

ensuring consistent and reliable application performance.

The use of GFI KerioControl in collaboration with GFI Clearview empowers organizations with a 

powerful security duo that combines unified threat management with real-time network visibility. 

By leveraging the synergies between GFI KerioControl and GFI ClearView, organizations can 

establish a comprehensive security framework that defends against emerging threats and 

safeguards sensitive data and critical assets.
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